Automated Document and Invoice Processing with SAP ERP
FIS Information Systems

FIS Information Systems are one of SAP’s leading European business partners and application developers. FIS works with organisations using SAP to provide a comprehensive range of “add-on” applications to SAP standard to improve business processes, reduce overhead and creating financial and time savings.

FIS Smart Products

FIS have developed more than 100 Smart “add-on” technologies - deeply integrated enhancements to SAP standard.

As with SAP functional modules, the SMART technologies are interconnected to create additional functions to improve business processes in SAP.

- Deep integration within SAP ERP accessing real-time data
- The creation of additional FIS transactions to tune processes as well as being able to work with existing SAP functions
- Simplified access to data via FIS applications running on Web Dynpro and Fiori Apps
- Frequent SAP users work in a familiar UX and therefore the new functions are easy to learn and use.
- No modifications are required to SAP standard

FIS SMART products are supported on FIS Software and Services at a glance

FIS/wws: Applications that run on SAP, specifically for the requirements of the industrial wholesale industries.

FIS/ASP: Application hosting division of FIS across 4 datacentres, supporting more than 34,000 clients using SAP (including S/4 HANA) and FIS/wws.

FIS SAP Application Development:
Team creating SAP business add-on applications running on SAP GUIs, Fiori apps, NetWeaver/Web Dynpro platforms.

FIS SAP Application Development:

- FIS/wws: Applications that run on SAP, specifically for the requirements of the industrial wholesale industries.
- FIS/ASP: Application hosting division of FIS across 4 datacentres, supporting more than 34,000 clients using SAP (including S/4 HANA) and FIS/wws.

FIS Nearshoring Services: Based in Gliwice, Poland, and provide high value and innovative new application development services with expertise in Java, .NET, ABAP and open source technologies.

FIS-iLog: provides a European-wide platform for the supply chain and logistics market — providing a platform for returnable packaging containers.

FIS Technologies: The Big Picture
FIS/edc: Automated Document Processing in SAP

FIS/edc (electronic document monitor) is a fully SAP ERP integrated application utilised for the advanced processing of scanned documents, emailed attachments and EDI messages.

FIS/edc technologies are designed to overcome the labour intensive tasks associated with invoice postings with SAP standard. FIS/edc includes technologies which significantly take out the cost of invoice processing with SAP.

FIS/edc will be of interest to organisations that currently perform the following tasks:

- Manually entering of invoice data into SAP
- Printing of emailed invoices and then keying in the invoice data
- Checking invoice figures with a calculator
- Manually searching and checking of invoice data
- Manual comparing invoice data with SAP data
- Using email as a workflow for invoice exceptions
- Physically sending the invoices to approvers
- Storage of invoices, off-line or via a non-integrated document archive application

FIS/edc not only reduces document processing time and costs, it also improves data accuracy and provides an unparalleled automatic posting rate, i.e. posting of documents in SAP without human intervention.

SAVINGS

Copying data from an invoice into SAP? Printing and manually keying data from an emailed invoice? Remembering which suppliers invoices are assigned to which person? Unable to view invoices automatically?

AUTOMATION

Automation of many traditional manual tasks frees up time for the accounts team to be involved in more valuable and rewarding work. Invoices are posted automatically in SAP. FIS/edc provides an extensive toolset for managing invoice deviations.

SECURITY

FIS/edc is a technology add-on installed to the SAP IT infrastructure, referencing real-time data, requiring no modifications to SAP standard.

INVESTMENT

New releases of FIS/edc are created annually including new features and functions. FIS/edc is tested with the latest SAP releases and enhancement packs.
FIS/fci - Invoice Reading Technology

The invoice reading and data extraction processes component, FIS/fci, operates immediately after installation – ready to read invoices from day one.

Both Emailed invoice attachments and scanned invoices are read. FIS/fci also recognises credit notes (and other documents) as well as invoices with difference company codes.

Invoices received via email are ideal for reading with FIS/fci. The invoices generally do not suffer from poor scanning or image quality. Emailed Invoices sent as attachments are automatically imported into FIS/fci – no need for printing and scanning.

FIS/fci is pre-conditioned to search for key-words and automatically extracts pertinent invoice data.

Free-form recognition technology allows key invoice data to be extracted from the invoice without the need for manually drawn templates (for each supplier), configuration or programming.

FIS/fci - Recognition Rates

Recognition rates for invoices are further increased as the software learns the data co-ordinates for each supplier.

FIS/fci also has a reporting suite of functions to identifies suppliers by volume and number of invoices read without human intervention.

The Fuzzy-technology compensates for poorer scan quality and incomplete/inaccurate data within the SAP supplier master file.

Invoice data is validated and checked for arithmetic agreements between net, tax and gross amounts as well as extracting line level items.

FIS/fci technologies to ensure data accuracy
Automated Posting of MM (PO reference) invoices
Worklist — query management in SAP environment for Accounts Team
Approval workflow via Web Dynpro or Fiori platform

FIS/edc - Automated Invoice Posting

FIS/edc receives the invoice data as a standard SAP IDoc and then performs a posting attempt in SAP. FIS/edc has been designed to automatically post invoices into SAP, with minimal human handling. The PO and Receipt data is stored and FIS/edc provides powerful matching tools to compare the data at line-level.

For a successful post, MM invoices need to be balanced against open orders and goods receipts within pre-set tolerances. FI invoices could also be posted automatically, provided that they agree with a pre-determined posting criteria.

Invoice Exceptions - Account Assignments and UX

The rule-set for invoice assignments and distribution is held within the customising and decisioning function of FIS/edc.

A number of invoices will be “parked” and FIS/edc provides views specifically for the tasks of each user — sophisticated screens for the accounts team with additional FIS transactions where appropriate, and more simpler tools for approvers with applications running in SAP’s Web-Dynpro or via Fiori apps for mobile devices.

FIS/edc - AP Worklists

FIS/edc provides additional functionality for AP users within a familiar SAP UX.

- Automatic letter of rejection option to be sent to vendors with invoice data not conforming to quality standards.
- Comprehensive audit history on invoices detailing their previous actions.
- Accruals reporting for parked invoices.
- Invoice workflow status management via traffic light overview.
- Invoice workflow status management via traffic light overview.
- Pre-set approval workflows for FI invoices depending on vendor, value and content.
- Seamless exchange of data within both FIS and SAP standard transactions.
SAP Fiori technology for mobile devices

**FIS/edc - Approval Workflow**

Invoices can be directly assigned to individual approvers (i.e. Web Dynpro Approval workflow function or Fiori app Approval). Approvers are normally alerted via email that a new invoice has been forwarded for review.

Invoices with payment limits can be routed into a pre-set workflow involving multiple stages across different departments.

The Web Dynpro approval UX has been designed for frequent approvers where users are able to goods receipt, code, approve or reject the invoice.

**Fiori apps for Invoice Approval**

FIS Fiori apps are an optional workflow enhancement providing a simplified UX which has been designed specifically for access to invoice data from mobile devices.

For senior executives, the interface provides an excellent final approval tool for invoices that have been checked and coded as part of a multi-step process. In other instances, the simplified Fiori app approval is popular with approvers new to SAP or with limited SAP experience. FIS apps can be accessed through SAP Web Dynpro Approval Workflow.

**Fiori Apps - Reporting Options**

Several reports are available via Fiori apps including matching rates and analysis of invoices via “channel” ie. OCR, EDI, etc.

The Fiori “Invoice receipt analysis” app is used to present an overview, within a chosen timeframe, of how many invoices have been processed in total, categorised by company code and via which import channel.

Furthermore, the number of invoices received for each vendor via per entry channel is also available and presented in graphical form or via tables.

Utilising this report, the user can identify invoice volumes per vendor and which import channel is selected.

**Launchpad with FIS + SAP apps**

For MM invoices, access can be made to “track purchase order” in the SAP standard Fiori app. This report enables the user to be informed on the status of the purchase order.

**Reporting Example with FIS Fiori app**

Utilising this report, the user can identify invoice volumes per vendor and which import channel is selected.
**FIS/edc - Additional Monitors**

The FIS/edc (invoice monitor) solution can be extended to process other documents:

- **Sales Orders**
  Processes Customer Sales Orders. Additional SAP supply chain events are triggered automatically - i.e. order confirmation, shipping notification, goods issue and billing documents.

- **General Documents**
  Any scanned or emailed document can be assigned to an SAP object - (i.e. vendor, customer, invoice etc).

- **Statement / Payment Advice Note Monitor**
  The monitor is again deeply integrated into SAP and saves organisations time and money by monitoring incoming statement of payments against the partner accounts in SAP. In both instances the incoming documents are scanned (or emailed) then read in FIS/fci.

  The relevant data is forwarded into the statements monitor. The data is then compared with the SAP data for on the vendor or customer account. The identifies any potential errors with the document and classifies the documents as a match or as an exception.

  The monitor significantly reduces the labour intensive work needed to manually check statements, highlighting only those statements which are deviations.

  The vendors statement monitor is generally used to ensure that all invoices have been received and awaiting payment, the monitor will highlight any invoices not received.

  The customer payment advice note monitor ensures that the invoices that he customer are about to pay, match against the open invoices for the customer with SAP.

**Master Data - Vendor Maintenance**

The combination of FIS/fci, FIS/edc and FIS/mpm SMART products can be utilised to reduce the degree of manual keying when opening new vendor accounts. The data from the new supplier invoice can be read with FIS/fci.

One-time vendors (CpD accounts) whose details are captured with FIS/fci are passed into FIS/edc. The new vendor details are forwarded to an SAP master data colleague for approval.

**Smart Products and S/4 HANA**

FIS/edc and all FIS smart products are designed to be deeply integrated with both SAP ECC 6 and the S/4 HANA versions.

New versions of all FIS Smart products are released annually and new Fiori apps are continually being developed.

As an SAP Gold partner, the FIS quality and development team test Smart products with pre-released versions of SAP and enhancement packs to ensure conformity and compatibility.
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